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PROJECT HUGO 
 

 
  

REALISING EVERY HUMAN'S v  

SAME RIGHT 
TO | |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |   

THE WORLD  
 

 
Is our "civilisation" credible? No: It has still no clear basis. 
 
The UDHR says All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. Yet… 
 
Where's the system to put that equal right into practice at the basis of living?   

At all the areas for staying, working, gaining energies & resources? Still MISSING. 
 
TODAY, areas are hold exclusively without asking/compensating the other humans.  
= Like stealing. = Not only uncivilised, but also uneconomical and unpeaceful:  
 
Without exchange with all humans, "the ec0n0mic system" is not really a system.  
Without a conclusive system for areas, "peace" is in fact accepting injustice. So… 

  
PROJECT HUGO goes for Credible Civilisation, Just Economy and Real Peace. 
 

 It presents the first system ever to bring exclusive rights to areas in line with the  
 Same Right to the World. For a conclusive world order and 'history 2.0'.  
 

 Btw, it conceived the first coherent concept for legitimate property/attribution.  
 Impossible before the web, but possible in this very moment! 
 

 And now… It's looking for 'structural pioneers': Who ends today's irresponsibility 
and brings the Same Right to the World on every agenda? 
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INTRO (2000 words exactly :-)  
 
  

  WHO IS HUGO? 
 
    Someone who wants to make a difference. 
 A GROUNDBREAKING one.  
  
 If changing the world would be an art, HUGO would be an artist name. 

 

  

  WHAT DIFFERENCE?  
 
    From violating Every Human's Same Right to the World   
 to honouring it. 
 
 Today, the same right to areas and their resources is ignored.  
 
  No matter whether by bad guys or nice folks…  
  ALL who claim areas in today's way violate it:  
  A correct system for exclusive rights to areas is simply MISSING.   
       

  SO, HERE'S A WORD NOVELTY.     
 A system to bring exclusive rights to areas 

 in line with the Same Right to the World.   
 By a new dimension of coordination: 

  Exchange directly among ALL HUMANS. 
 

  
 The 8-steps-structure of this intro (8 steps as in Salsa :-) was inspired by Anzhalika Yeraminovich  
  in the wonderful week of the Exploring Economics Summer Academy 2017. 
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 HOW?  
 
    Innovative platform for annual exclusive rights to areas: 
 
 Get/keep them by HIGHEST OFFER…  

 In tokens all humans get EQUALLY.   
 Game-changing twist:   
 
 Where there are exclusive rights to areas, all humans provide their  
 SAME Right to the World to enable them. Thus…  
 All have the same right to their EXCHANGE VALUE. So…  
  One can equally distribute the exchange-value FIRST! Simply as tokens.  

  
 1) Get your equal share.  
   

 Same number of digital tokens as everyone else.  
 On a specific platform, which also shows all land registers. 

   
 2) Profit as you like. 
 

 DIRECTLY: OFFER TOKENS to get/keep preferred areas. 
 (= Condition for exclusive rights being valid.)   
 INDIRECTLY: SELL TOKENS and get money to cover  

 what's charged for areas in rents, product prices etc.   
 

  3) Hold more or less in accordance with others. 
 

 Buy tokens for above-average shares – if others SELL tokens. 
 Hold less and gain extra money – if others BUY tokens.     

  
 Justice ensured AND investments covered.  
    

 For immobile things (houses etc.) there's a related transfer fee. 
 Payable from new to ex holder.  

 COMBINED TOKEN-SYSTEM see Concept p.13.            
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  WHY?  
 
    Core effects: Real Civilisation, Real Economy, Real Peace.  
      
  CREDIBLE CIVILISATION – CONSISTENT RIGHTS SYSTEM. 
  

 TODAY… The "right" protects something that's like stealing:    
 Excluding all others with the same right – without asking/paying.  
 
 CORRECT exclusive rights to areas make civilisation consistent:   

 No stealing – No violation of the Same Right to the World.     
      
  CORRECT ECONOMY – PROCEDURAL JUSTICE. 
 

 TODAY… The economy ignores its own criterion, procedural justice:  
 
 All who provide their same right should be involved – but aren't.  
 
 EXCHANGE WITH ALL HUMANS brings the proper procedure.   

 (And on a balanced basis, about 90% are better off right away.) 
        TRUE PEACE – CONCLUSIVE WORLD ORDER. 
 

TODAY… War is rewarded: Not paying forever is an evil incentive! And…  
With the Same Right to the World violated, "peace" is yes to injustice. 
 
 CLEAR criterion & ongoing COMPENSATION make war obsolete.  And…  
Based on correct exchange, peace is finally true.  
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  ALTERNATIVE? IMPERATIVE!  
 
    Honouring the Same Right to the World isn't "alternative". 
 As little as no stealing is "alternative". 
    
 What's new is often considered as "something for some EXOCITCS". But…   
 
  THIS is imperative for ALL HUMANITY:  
      Unlike OPTIONAL ways of producing things, supporting each other 
    or living together…  
    A system for the Same Right to the World is a MUST. In itself… 
    And as a key to a concept of non-conflicting property/attribution. 
   

 

  

  WHERE TO START?  
 
    Enable the missing COMPETITION FOR THE BEST SYSTEM.  
 By parallel simulation: Today's setup vs. new ones.  
 
 Unlike products, the basic rights-structure doesn't evolve automatically.  
 
  One can try new products all the time. But… 
  One can't try one's own rights system. (It's actually FORBIDDEN.) 
   

Since there's no natural competition for the best basic system…  
Install a VIRTUAL PLAYGROUND to compare different settings.  
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  WHO'S JOB?  
 
    Formally, no one's. Humanly, everyone's. 
 
 Caring about the Same Right to the World is A JOB NOT DONE.  
 
  As basic as it is – resp. BECAUSE it's so basic – it's in no job-description.   

(And studying the past, as helpful in other cases, doesn't help HERE: 
No historic society had the ways of the web.) 

      While there's brilliant engineering elsewhere, there's a BLACKOUT  
    at the configuration of the economic system:  
    Some 60 years after the ways of the web appeared, there's still  
    NOT 1 study about a platform for the Same Right to the World. 

 

 CONCEIVING the new system takes PIONEERS.  
 
  Initiating real change takes personalities who do MORE than what they're 
  paid for or told to do. 
  
 CALLING for it is EVERYONE'S DUTY.  
 
  Since innocents DIE because the Same Right to the World is forgotten… 
  Not calling for the missing system is like negligent homicide.  

 

  

  WHO PIONEERS?  
 
    The stage is yours! 
  
 A vacuum to fill .  
  Hugo met people from Nobel prize winner to songwriter, bright student 
  to top executive. Usual reaction: Oops. I never considered THAT. So…  
 
 Ask yourself – and show your inspiring answer:  
      

  If realising the Same Right to the World would be my job…  
   What would I come up with?  
 

   You might write history!  
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 REMARKS ON WHO IS HUGO? 
 
      Curious about the free mountain man?  
      Personal thoughts to share? Welcome! 

 
      Jürg Inniger, hugo@start-hugo.com, +41 79 344 21 82 

 

 REMARKS ON WHAT DIFFERENCE? 
 
 What happened so far?  
 

– Efforts to "better distributed injustice" (e.g. areas hold by communities). 
 May prevent the worst… But never fulfil the Same Right to the World. 
 
– Historic ground-tax-movements and new self-assessed-tax-ideas. 
 Provide helpful insights… But taxes are only 'shadow justice' here.  

 
 A fully systemic solution for the Same Right to the World is really a NEW leap: 
  

 Based in all parts on what people offer=NO ARBITRARY %     
 = Honours the ACTUAL RENT VALUE of areas.   

 Same amount of tokens to all = Equal share GURANTEED  
 = Independent of shaky promises or politicised currencies.  

 Conclusive in any size = works on a GLOBAL SCALE  
 = Also covers dimensions like WORLD ORDER/PEACE. 
 

                        

 REMARKS ON HOW? 
 
 Hugo is not only in touch with sharp rocks…   
  But also with sharp minds in the technical/systemic landscape.  
   
 Every element in the proposed design already proved to function. 
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 REMARKS ON WHY? 
 
 Above all: Who would ask "why" at no stealing?   
  VIOLATION SIMPLY DOESN'T BELONG IN A CIVILISED WORLD!  
 
 But anyway:  
  Besides CREDIBLE CIVILISATION, ECONOMIC JUSTICE and REAL PEACE, 
  a correct system also means…  
 
   DIGNITY and REAL FREEDOMS. 
 
  Get what's yours – and get it in an independent way.  
  = Take part in any economic life you favour on a self-conscious basis.  
  
   BETTER BASIS FOR SOCIAL SUPPORT as well. 
 
  With no means absorbed because of a bad basis, there's more leeway.  
  Be it for living wages, UBI or other forms of social support. 
  
   Easing historical tasks like SUSTAINABILITY. 
 

 All humans can get a full average share WITHIN what's sustainable 
 = Easier to set effective ecological frameworks.  

  Also (unlike in an uneven world) it's no social problem if limits rise prices: 
  All get their share at ANY price level.   
  Plus… Realising the Same Right to the World helps to reduce dependency 
  from jobs that must be "saved" even if ecologically disastrous. 
  
   A prosperous new round in HISTORY ITSELF. 
 
  HISTORY 1.0_Same Right to the World ignored. No conclusive basis.  

 Political units by military criteria.  
 Aggressive behaviour rewarded. 
 Limited flexibility for evolvement. 

 
  HISTORY 2.0_Same Right to the World implemented. Conclusive basis.  

 Political units by positive sense.  
 Focus on constructive ideas.   
 Full flexibility for continuous evolvement.  
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 REMARKS ON ALTERNATIVE? IMPERATIVE! 

 
 Look beyond "paid a predecessor"…  
 
  BUYING is only correct where sellers have the legitimate right to sell it. 
  But no one has the right to sell the world at the expense of all others. 
 
 And beyond "did something there". 
 
  WORKING on something doesn't FOUND a right. It's the other way round: 
  Exclusivity enables to profit from working on it.  
 
  To claim someone's car by scratching it is obviously nonsense…  
  So is claiming an area of everyone's world by doing something there.  

  
 What's a COHERENT BASIS for Who can have what?  
 
   The only legitimate basis for proper material attribution is… 
   PURE & SIMPLE CLAIMING – IN NON-CONFLICTING WAYS.  
 
 – Where interests AREN'T conflicting, it works in ONE step. 
   
  E.g. one naturally has oneself. Or all can breathe air everywhere.  
  In some places, all can also walk freely, sit down for a while, or even pick 
  some stones or berries. However… 
 
 – Where interests ARE conflicting, it takes TWO steps. 
 
  To have areas for oneself – incl. the right to claim what's to gain there – 
  takes EXCLUSIVE rights. How to get THOSE in a non-conflicting way?  
 

1) All can claim the SAME Right to the World as all other humans.  
2) From there, exclusive rights to areas can be negotiated as proposed.  

      
   Exclusive rights to areas by exchange with all = IMPERATIVE  
   for a consistent property- resp. attribution-system (see p.11).  
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 REMARKS ON WHERE TO START? 
  
 I) GO BEYOND TYPICAL FIRST REFLEXES. 

 
  

  UTOPIC? PRAGMATIC!  
   
 Many will say "such a big change is utopic". But in reality, it's utopic to 
 reach real change WITHOUT really changing something :-) While…  
 
 Going for a conclusive system is actually very PRAGMATIC: 

 
 EGOISM is no problem here.   

This isn't about redistribution. This is about getting one's logical share. 
And since ca. 90% are better off right away in a correct system…  

 Egoism alone brings a majority for change.  
 

 POWER is no problem here.  
"The powerful will block it" is a week excuse to not use brain-power:  

 A conclusive system is exactly what DISRUPTS inhumane power.  
 

 GLOBAL is no problem here.   
Before the web, global coordination meant some kind of dictatorship.  
Or endless discussions via (un-)united nations.  

   
 Via platform with all humans, this coordination can be done swiftly.  

 
       GOOD EXCUSES? NOT REALLY! 

   
 Are privileges justified by EMOTIONAL VALUE? – No…  

 ALL humans have the right to emotions, and what THEY love most. 
 (And if an area is ABOVE average, share it with loved ones!) 

 
 Would a PRICE for the world be unsocial? – On the contrary…  

 WITHOUT a price, who holds more profits over who holds less.  
 WITH compensation, all get their equal share. 

 
 Should plots of land NOT be a COMMODITY? – Hey…  

 Exclusive rights to areas at the expense of all are a commodity 
 by their very existence. Better make it just than ignoring it is one. 

 
 Wouldn't COMMONING be the easier solution? – Oops…  

 Communes TOO exclude others. As it says at a gate to a historic one:  
 The commune premises are private area. 
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 II) UPDATE BASIC MANIFESTOS.  

 
 
   Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Solidify the basis.  
 
 Rights of man was originally coined with regard to land…  
 Take that as an omen to extend the UDHR 1st phrase:  
  All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights…  
  Starting with the right to themselves – and the Same Right the World. 

 
 
   Constitutions: Put 'property is guaranteed' on solid ground… 
 
 
     PROPER property resp. attribution is guaranteed: 
 
  1  Exclusive rights to areas: If in line with the Same Right to the World = 
           if regularly confirmed in exchange with all humans.  
  2   Goods: If all elements come from such areas (or free nature)  
          in complete chains of agreement.  
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 REMARKS ON WHO'S JOB? 
 
 Regarding a new basic system, there's market failure AND government failure. 
 
   It's an illusion that politicians or officials would work on everything.  
  They do what they're mandated for – WITHIN their limited possibilities.  
 
  Concepts for the Same Right to the World in party/governance programs? 
  50 shades of black! 

  
 Irresponsibility by default.  
 
  As it recently dawned to an economist: Economists have not taken 
  on their social responsibility to look at larger problems of the world.  
 

  They do their own thing in their own subdiscipline. 
 
  And regarding the Same Right to the World, there's still a vacuum  
  in ALL human sciences, incl. ethics etc.   
 
  None look at larger SYSTEMIC problems – let alone systemic SOLUTIONS.   

  
 Classical "system change" isn't enough. it takes innovative SYSTEM CREATION. 
 
  Despite all slogans, personality cult or enemy bashing still prevails over  
  conceiving systems that work independent of certain people. 
 
  All too often, "system change" only means change of personnel. 
  A system for the Same Right to the World is still uncharted territory.  

  
 A word on pragmatism.  
 
  Many claim they'd be "pragmatists", thus stay "close to practice". But…  
  Remaining close to what's wrong is the OPPOSITE of being pragmatic.   

  
 As a professor on innovation said… 
 
    The electric light didn't come by the continuous improvement of candles.   
 
  Let there be NEW light: Time for STRUCTURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP! 

                     

 Remarks on WHO PIONEERS? 
 
 YOUR remarkable ideas are highly welcome!  
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CONCEPT  

 
§ Some more words on the basic mechanism:  

Significance of agreeable principal, highest offer & annual update 
 

§ Solving the challenge of immobile things:  
AT & TT  – combined token-system for in-built checks & balances  
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GET EXCHANGE VALUE OF   
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO AREAS  

Distributed 
and valid 
PER YEAR  
Same amount 
to all humans   
  

 

AREA 
Tokens   

(AT)         
 
 

 

Proportional offer: 
Same number of 

AT per year – 
TT in case of change 

 

HONOURING HOUSES ETC. 
WITHOUT BLOCKING JUSTICE 

to ensure checks & balances Distributed 
PER LIFE  
Same amount 
to all humans 
– but only a 
fraction of AT 
  

 

 

TRANSFER 
Tokens   

(TT)  
For immobile 

things 
   

c 
Option to sell/ buy AT Option to sell/ buy TT 

SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD 

Right to hold an area via  
highest offer of AT per year       

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO AREAS 

> Get an average-share   
> Or get/pay balance  

in other values 
 

c 
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AGREEMENT OF BILLIONS OF HUMANS – WITHOUT MIDDLEMEN.  

 
 
 Any human interaction should be in MUTUAL AGREEMENT.  
 
  if only 2 are involved, this principle can be applied DIRECTLY.  
  (From business to intimate fields.) 

  
 With more than 2, it classically takes INDIRECT forms of agreement. 
 

– Where being part of a group is VOLUNTARY (e.g. company, association)  
 unless in command, agreement can only be expressed by join or leave. 

 
– Where being part of a group is MANDATORY (e.g. political community) 
 unless in command, agreement can only be expressed by voting. 

  
 HERE, however, mutual agreement is reached in A NEW COMBINATION. 
 
  Highest offer in tokens (corresponding to the agreement of all humans)  
  is CONDITION to get or to keep exclusive rights to areas. So…  
 
  Using the system is kind of MANDATORY. But no one commands. 
  One decides ONESELF how to spend (or sell or donate) one's tokens. 
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BASIC MECHANISM – ESSENTIALS.  

 
 
  AREA-TOKENS (AT) equally to all. According to the Same Right to the World. 
 
 Per year (e.g. AT2020 etc.). Highest offer in these tokens gives the right  
 to hold an area in the respective year – be it to get or to keep. 
 

  A1  A2  (A = Areas) 

001  Ø 1 AT     

002   Ø 1 AT     
(00x = 
Persons) 

      

 
 

 PEACEFUL AND BALANCED: Fair criterion instead of brutal confusion.  
 

TODAY   A1  A2  HUGO  A1  A2 

001    001  Ø •    

002      nnn n n nn nnnnnn nnnn n             002   Ø •   
 

– WITHOUT conclusive criterion, there's a conceptual mistake: 
 

 Force, legitimate only to back non-violent principles,  
 influences the distribution itself.  
 

 Also, the distribution of the world is highly unequal. 
 
– WITH conclusive criterion, there's a consistent concept:    
 The distribution of territories can't be influenced by force.  
 Civilisation is built on a truly non-violent basis.   
 Also, the distribution of the world is fully balanced. 
 

            Compare again…  
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002 

002 

 
  
TODAY… 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
           
              
 Others can occupy one's share…  

 > 002 claims 2A, 001 has nothing. Without compensation. Without anything to do about. 

 
 
 

         
 

 
 

 
 
          
            
              
 Then average use already costs extra!   
 > 001 has to pay extra for using an average share 1A. (If 002 lets it at all.) 
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002 001 

1AT	1AT	

1AT	 1AT	

002 001 

	
	

002 001 

 
  
…vs. HUGO.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 No one can occupy one's share.   
 > An average share never costs extra. Just use one's AT.   

 
   
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
 If one uses less, one gets extra money…            
 > 001 sells 1AT to 002 and gets other values in exchange. (While 002 can get 2A.) 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 And one also profits when using areas indirectly.          
 > 001 passes 1AT to 002, who then gets 2A – and lets 001 use 1A in return for the 1AT.  
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  HIGHEST OFFER ensures EQUAL SHARE.  
  
 Arrogant people don't get more than humble ones:  
 

Attempt  
to get all 

 A1  A2  Correction by  
highest offer 

 A1  A2 

001  x    Ø 1  AT  x 

002 (Ø 0.5 AT)  (Ø 0.5 AT)      Ø 1  AT  
 

 If 002 tries to get A1 AND A2 for 1AT, he has to put 0.5AT on each… 
  And 001 can get A1 anyway, by offering 1AT. 

 
  If some would be privileged, one wouldn't get one's full share: 
 

Unequal conditions  A1      A2 

001 –  pay full AT  x  Ø 1 AT    x 
002 –  pay 1/3 AT  x    1/3  AT   Ø 2/3 AT  

 
 If 1/3AT from 002 would be valued the same as 1AT from 001, 
 001 would get too little, and 002 t00 much. 

 
 
  FOOLPROOF: Crazy behaviour of others would be in one's FAVOUR.   
 
 Irrationality (a potential problem in cooperation) is no problem in EXCHANGE:  
 

Profiting from other's 
irrational behaviour 

 A1  A2   

001 –  profiting  x  Ø 2/3  AT    1/3  AT  x 

002 –  irrational  x    Ø 1 AT  
 

 If 002 puts 1AT on HALF of what seems reasonable, 001 gets MORE for 1AT. 
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  EQUAL SHARE is SAFE FROM RICHER ONES.   
   
 All have the same number of AT to offer. No matter how rich they're otherwise. 
 

Different other money  
irrelevant for AT to spend 

 A1  A2   

001 –  0$  x   Ø 1  AT   

002 –  1'000'000'000$ x      Ø 1  AT  
 

 If 001 doesn't want to sell AT, 002 can't grab more than an average-share –  
 even if 001 has no other money and 002 is a billionaire. 

  
  There can of course be a MUTUAL INTEREST to sell/buy AT.  
 

E.g. some interested to get extra money by using less areas.  
 

 Selling/ 
Buying AT 

 A1  A2    Effect 

001  1 EV  Ñ Ò  1 AT     + 1 EV  

002  1 AT  Ñ Ò  1 EV   Ø 1  AT   Ø 1  AT   – 1 EV  
 

 01 sells his AT to 002, for the exchange value EV.  
 002 then gets all A – and 001 is happy to have extra money for other things. 

 
E.g. different degrees of indirect use.  

 
  Selling/ 

Buying AT  
A1 
Getting it… 

 
Letting it… 

 
Use 

 A2   

001  1 EV  Ñ Ò  1 AT    Ñ  Ò  1 EV    Indirect    
002  1 AT  Ñ Ò  1 EV   Ø 1  AT    1 EV  Ñ  Ò   Let to 001   Direct  

 
 01 sells 1AT to 002, who also gets A1 – but lets 001 profit from it in exchange for 

getting back EV (via rents or amounts in other prices).  
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SIGNIFICANCE OF ANNUAL UPDATE.  

 
 
  ADAPTING to CHANGING NEEDS: 
 
 If circumstances change, it's existential one can adapt (as in changing clothes :-).   
 

First   AX  AY    Then AX   AY   

001  Ø 1  AT    001     Ø 1  AT   

002   Ø 1  AT   002      Ø 1  AT  
 

 If type X and type Y areas have similar importance, X instead of Y is OK for 001. 
 But if Y becomes existential, 001 can get his average share there as well.  

 
 
  ACTUAL JUSTICE: Profiting from the Same Right the World according to actuality. 
 
 Updated offers always ensure a full share. Whether holding areas oneself or not.  
 

Directly…   Or indirectly 

  A1 –  
  triple value  

 A2 – 
 triple value 

  C/EC have          
triple value  

 A1 –  
 triple value 

 A2 – 
 triple value 

001  Ø 1  AT    001  1 EV  Ñ Ò  1 AT    
002   Ø 1  AT   002  1 AT  Ñ Ò  1 EV   Ø 1  AT   Ø 1  AT  

 
 If one holds areas oneself, one profits directly from their higher significance.  
 If one leaves areas to others, one profits via higher EV. 

 
 
  IN INDIRECT USE TOO: 
 
 If you charge more than you pay, I'll get it myself. 
 

 Selling/ 
Buying AT 

A1  
via 002 

Attempt to 
over-charge 

 Reaction A1  
DIRECTLY 

001  1 EV  Ñ Ò  1 AT    Ñ  Ò  2! EV    001  Ø 1  AT  

002  1 AT  Ñ Ò  1 EV   Ø 1  AT    2! EV  Ñ  Ò   002  
 

 If 002 tries to over-charge (e.g. 2EV for what costs him 1EV) 001 can react  
 by getting the area directly. 
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SOLUTION FOR THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE: IMMOBILE THINGS. 

 
 
 Houses etc. require an ADDITIONAL layer of agreement. 
 
  To reset the world very year wouldn't make sense. Thus, it takes a   
  transfer fee to cover immobile things in case of change. Yet…  
 
  Houses on the ground don't change fact that all humans provide their  
  Same Right to the World ALL THE TIME. And, to compare… 
 
  Who would say no rent as soon as tenants put furniture on the floor ?   
  No one.=It takes both, transfer fee AND continuous compensation. 

  
 How to honour immobile things without killing the Same Right to the World? 
 
  In the name of agreement (and efficiency too!) it takes a solution  
  in which holders can name the transfer fee themselves. However… 
 
   It takes a CONNECTION between transfer fee and compensation to all. 
 
  Else, holders could name absurd sums while not planning to change,  
  then hold areas for zero because all others would be deterred.  

  
 A COMBINED TOKEN-SYSTEM.  
 
  For checks & balances, it takes a token-system for immobile things TOO:  
 
  AREA-TOKENS (AT) and TRANSFER-TOKENS for immobile things (TT). 
 
  And to connect the two, it obviously takes a PARALLEL relation… 
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Connection by +/–/x/: (let alone exponential functions) wouldn't work.  
  

AT + TT? 
 

> Holders (who don't pay themselves) 
   could name absurd TT, 0AT  

    
    Doesn't work  x 

 

 
AT x TT? 

 
> Holders (who don't pay themselves) 
   could name absurd TT, 0 .000x AT  

 
    Doesn't work  x  

 
AT - TT?  
 

> Others could offer some AT, 0TT  
 

    Doesn't work  x 
 
TT - AT?  
 

> Holders could name absurd TT, 0AT 
 

    Doesn't work  x 
 

 
AT : TT?  

 
> Others could offer some AT, 0TT  
    Doesn't work  x 

 
TT : AT?  

 
> Holders could name absurd TT, 0AT    
    Doesn't work  x 

 
Only conclusive if PROPORTIONAL: Name same amount of AT//TT. 
  

  
 VERIFYING the proportional solution. 
    

Holders name AT//TT too little? 
 

> One can win money, resp. others  
   push AT//TT up to actual value  

    
    No problem  x 

 

 
Others name AT/ //TT too little?  

 
> Holders or others  
 push AT//TT up to actual value  

 
    No problem  x 

 
Holders name AT//TT too high? 
 

> All others get  
   greater areas for AT 

 
    No problem  x 

 

 
Others name AT//TT too high?  

 
> Holders get extra money,  
   all others get greater areas for AT  

 
    No problem  x 

 
IT WORKS! No matter how good or bad (or smart or weird) people act.    
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  INNOVATIVE form of proportional relation: DIFFERENT from percentage! 
 
  No adjustments by experts needed if overall price levels of areas  
  resp. immobile things develop differently: 
 
  The system is self-regulating all the time. 

  
  Whatever is relative, the essential benefits remain. 
 
  There are many parallels anyway (e.g. more investments where there's  
  more to gain, be it by nature or by what's allowed by zoning). But yes… 
 
  Proportional AT//TT may not be "perfect" if compared to a  
  FICTITIOUS world where immobile things would be mobile. Yet…  
 
  Even if houses can't fly, an agile system keeps justice going. 2 examples… 

  
  Average share by personal preferences ALWAYS ENSURED. 
 
  No matter what, one always gets an average share of AT.  
  And one can always choose what one finds most favourable. 

  
   INVESTMENTS COVERED in any stage. 
 
  One can always name a transfer fee that covers all costs of building up: 
  Annual offers DON'T mean things must be amortised in 1 year! 
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 HOW MANY TT SHOULD THERE BE? 
 
  Since offers must equally name Area- and Transfer-Tokens, it might  
  Seem seem there should be the same amount of both overall. Yet… 

  
 There's a crucial DIFFERENCE between AT and TT. 
 

• AREA-Tokens are backed by everyone's Same Right to the World.  
 >> 1 AT = average share of exclusive rights to areas is fine. 

 
• TRANSFER-Tokens aren't backed in the same way. Some did more  
 for buildings than others.   
 >> 1TT = full average sum of immobile things would be unfair. 
 And TT gotten for houses etc. could hardly be converted. 

  
 SOLUTION: Less TT than AT in the system – e.g. a tenth or a hundredth. 
    

= Who needs TT, but doesn't sell a house, mainly buys them. 
= Who sells immobile things can easily convert TT in other values. 

 
(While highest AT flow, new and ex holder can also agree to pay 
in other money directly, instead of changing back and forth.)  

  
 TT left at life's end can be dedicated to someone. And… 
 
  When someone leaves the world, TT per person divided by humans+1  
  is deducted from all TT to keep TT per person in the system stable.   

(The deductions also discourage hoarding and speculation.) 
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THE COMBINED TOKEN-SYSTEM AT A GLANCE.  

 
 

  
 

 

  
      
 

  

  
/ BACK-UP MECHANISM 
 
> TRANSFER-TOKENS (TT) 
 for IMMOBILE THINGS 
 
> Proportional demand/offer: 
 x TT – x AT    
 >> Offering proper AT can't be killed 
  by demanding absurd transfer fees 
  to deter other offers 
 
> TT per life – number of TT 
 a fraction of number of AT   
 >> Enough TT to pay for houses etc. 
  when becoming new holder  
  mainly have to be bought   
 >> TT for handing over houses etc.  
  can easily be converted  
 >> Immobile things like paid in  
  normal money , while Same Right 
  to the World fully honoured 
    
  

 
/ BASIC MECHANISM   
 
> Integration of all AREAS on  
 a new global platform  
 >> From land registers etc. 
  
> Exclusive rights valid by 
 highest offer per year       
 >> By current holder or new one 
 
> Offers in AREA-TOKENS (AT) 
 
> AT equally to all  humans,  
 new round per year 
 
> Option to sell/ buy AT  
 >> Full flexibility for interchange  
  according to personal preferences   
 >> Same Right to the World  
  whether holding areas oneself  
  or using them indirectly 
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GET EXCHANGE VALUE OF   
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO AREAS  

Distributed 
and valid 
PER YEAR  
Same amount 
to all humans   
  

 

AREA 
Tokens   

(AT)         
 
 

 

Proportional offer: 
Same number of 

AT per year – 
TT in case of change 

 

HONOURING HOUSES ETC. 
WITHOUT BLOCKING JUSTICE 

to ensure checks & balances Distributed 
PER LIFE  
Same amount 
to all humans 
– but only a 
fraction of AT 
  

 

 

TRANSFER 
Tokens   

(TT)  
For immobile 

things 
   

Option to sell/ buy AT Option to sell/ buy TT 

SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD 

Right to hold an area via  
highest offer of AT per year       

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO AREAS 

> Get an average-share   
> Or get/pay balance  

in other values 
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SHORT BREAK/BONUS 

 
§ Just a question… Could such a platform also inspire 

a new GENERAL money system? 
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *   

Some story. 
 

Originally, Hugo thought about the Same Right to the World  
AND a new general money system.  

 
He then focussed on the first. For two reasons:  

– 
I) Stopping violation is IMPERATIVE,  

while a tool like the money system is RELATIVE: 
 

In principle, feel free to have a car with square wheels… Likewise,  
it's not forbidden to have a money system that doesn't really roll.  

– 
II) Realising the Same Right to the World  
should be feasible in ANY money systems: 

 
Area- and Transfer-Tokens could even be shifted in exchange  

for shells, goats, personal favours, WHATEVER. 
– 

Yet… When realising the Same Right to the World,  
a platform with account per person would be at hand anyway. 

 
And, seeing how cloudy today's money system tends to be… 

 
 A system of a new generation  

could bring some sunshine here too! 
– 

There are of course alternative ideas already. 
But those SURROUND the general money system. 

 
And again, a playground to conceive what could  

REPLACE what's today is missing. 

*  *  *   
Couldn't the general money system  

be as straight as this…  
 

• Global platform with basic account per person  
  (And optional accounts to pool money) 

 
 • Equal amount to all basic accounts 

 
• At life's end: Possibility to dedicate the balance  

(And 1 / number-of-humans + 1 automatically deducted  
from all amounts to keep the overall-sum stable) 

*  *  *   
Many will say:  

"Hey, our money is much more complicated!" 
 

But think again:  
 

Aren't those complications self-inflicted? 
 (Like marrying to solve problems together that one wouldn't have on one's own :-)  

Isn't it absurd to assume ALL could accumulate money 1+1  
like real stuff , while credits-and-depths are actually 1-1? 

 
Aren't the tons of regulations mainly necessary  
because the whole thing is shaky from scratch? 

*  *  *   
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On a conclusive basis… 
 

Weird businesses/states don't cause collateral damages. 
And complicated people don't complicate things for ALL. 

– 
See what smart phones enabled in no time…  

Then imagine how smart money could ease things! 
  

Contracts for credits, investments etc.  
could simply be added by apps.   

Same for local circles or alternative ideas –  
without expenses for own infrastructure. 

*  *  *   
Checks & balances ensured. 

– 
Some could spend their money one-sided at first, yes… 

But only for a short time. And at the cost of less flexibility. 
– 

Others could go for above-average money… 
But that would cost above-average deductions.  

– 
Many'll find it attractive to stay near the average line. 

Combined benefit: Full flexibility, no extra costs. 

*  *  *   
Well possible, isn't it ? 

 
Would there be anything wonderful that couldn't be produced?  

Any excellent service that couldn't be provided?   
Please tell! 

 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *   
 

…And now back to the Same Right to the World :-)  
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Give the Same Right to the World a home. 
 

§ Grab the biggest new chance of the digital age…  
 Why realising the Same Right to the World it helps in all fields,  
 from simply getting richer to getting the SDG's well done. 
 
§ Go beyond today's 'better injustice' or 'shadow justice'… 

§  
 Why a specific platform for the Same Right to the World is 
  a 'sine qua non' – and a fascinating discovery. 
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Still homeless… ======================================= 
 

 Today, the Same Right to the World is left out in the cold… 
  

 Be it because of ideologies from the cold war (see below), be it because  
it seems "simpler" to ignore it as soon as houses come into play. 
 
In fact, however, not having a clear basis COMPLICATES things. 
So, energise the discussion at the speed of light… 
 

As simple as possible, but not simpler than possible.  
 
To include the Same Right to the World may take some brain. 
But it's key for a real system – which EASES many things. 

 
Who likes INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM should welcome it: ================= 
 

 The Same Right to the World helps to LIVE ONE'S PREFERRED LIFE. 
  
  Yet, ideologists panic. Because full choice comes by a basis that's EQUAL.  
  (Which they confuse with communism and redistribution.) 
 
Who likes WELLBEING FOR ALL should welcome it too:  ================ 
 

 The Same Right to the World brings EQUAL ACCESS TO THE BASIS OF LIFE. 
  
  Yet, ideologists panic. Because what enables an equal share is a MARKET.  
  (Which they blame for whatever instead of looking what's behind.) 
 
So, open the door…  ===================================== 
 

To welcome the Same Right to the World would be  
a sign of good education… And pay in every sense:  
 
From material benefits to ecological chances… 
 

 Whether expressed in 'business speak'    
 or in the colourful language of the 17 SDG   
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THE SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD IN 'BUSINESS SPEAK'.   

 
 
Winning by not losing.  =================================== 
 

 For billions, going for what's theirs has an excellent ratio of effort and result. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
I GAIN EVERY DAY – IF I SIMPLY START TO DEMAND WHAT'S MINE. 

 
 Potential Customers:  
 The actual ones. 
 

People obviously WANT  
exclusive rights to areas =   
I just have to demand a price  
for providing my same right. 

 

  Potential market volume: 
  Irrelevant for getting my share. 
  

Full share of exchange value =  
I profit of a full share of areas  
at ANY price level. 
 
(And the higher the price, the more  
extra money I get if I use less.) 

And if I profit of the injustice today  
(big non-paying holder)? 

 
I gain timeless security –  
independent of shaky privileges. 

 
Extra gain for everyone: 

  
There can finally be real peace. 
(More benefits: p.4,8, 32) 

 

Costs? Savings! 
  

I pay for law & order anyway…  
It costs LESS if the law is just  
and the order conclusive.
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PROJECT HUGO AS SDG-BOOSTER. 

 
 
Better on a just basis.  =================================== 
 

 Realising every human's Same Right to the World helps all 17 SDG.  
 

    
 

    
 

   
 

    
 

   
 

     

 An actual  
SOLUTION  
for the stated 
'equal rights  
to economic 
resources'  
 

 No one who  
profits from  
an average 
share 0f areas  
and resources 
starves 
  A healthy 

basis brings 
vital means    
for 
'prevention  
and treatment' 
 

 LEARNING  
BY DOING:  
Conceiving  
a just basis 
trains thinking 
at its best 
  

 A balanced  
system  
instead of a 
one-sided one  
boosts equal  
opportunities 
  Looking at  

things at  
the SOURCE  
brings a 
better flow 
all the way   
 

 RENEWED  
THINKING 
(+ new access) 
energizes  
transition to 

ecologic ways 
 

 Be it growth,  
degrowth  
or liberation, 
a just basis 
helps what 
works best 

 An inspired  
basic system 
is the  
perfect 
foundation  
to build on  
 

 'Economic  
inclusion of all  
regardless of 
sex, race  
or ethnicity'  
from the basis! 
thegbasisrigh 

 If all can  
build on the  
Same Right to 
the World,  
sustainability 
can flourish  
  A fair basis 

to walk on 
facilitates 
a good 
ecologic  
footprint  
helps reaching 

 A climate  
of taking 
action 
revives the  
ability to find 
solutions  
 

 A proper  
system for  
territories  
also reduces 
pressure on 
marine life  
+++   A just  

system helps  
spatial 
planning  
to protect 
nature 
 

 'Reduce  
all forms of  
violence' 
starts with a 
violation-free 
word order 
  

 Realising the    
Same Right  
to the World 
brings north 
and south  
at eye level 
+++ no poles 
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FROM EMERGENCY SLEEPING PLACES TO OWN HOME. 

   
 
Trying to do something… What happened so far?  ==================== 
 

 Attempts for… Better distributed injustice, Softened injustice, Shadow justice. 
 

  Some already try to make the world a little bit more balanced, yes. Yet… 
  As for the Same Right to the World, no one really gives it a home. 
   
  In comparison to a specific system for the Same Right to the World, 
  all current efforts are emergency sleeping places at the most… 
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EFFORTS IN TODAY'S SETTINGS VS. EFFECTS OF A CORRECT SYSTEM.  

   
 
Doing the right in the wrong isn't enough.  ======================= 
  

 Look at ALL aspects…  
 

MATERIAL 
JUSTICE   
> All profit from an 
   average share   

PROCEDURAL 
JUSTICE  
> Interaction with 
 all humans 

GLOBAL 
JUSTICE  
>  Easily scalable 

mechanism 

           Equalised injustice    

Forced 
change of hand 

MARGINAL  
> Not in full / Not all 

NO 
> Not at all - - - - - - - - -    

NO 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Helping to property  
in today's form 

MARGINAL  
> Not in full / Not all 

NO 
> All others ignored - - - 
-  

NO 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Commoning 
 

MARGINAL  
> Only WITHIN group 

NO 
> All others ignored - - - 
-  

NO 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

           Softened injustice    

Administered prices 
in indirect usages  

MARGINAL 
> Only some cases 

NO 
> Still violation-based - - 

- 

NO 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

"Good holders"  
don't charge fully  

MARGINAL 
> Only some lucky ones 

NO 
> Still violation-based - - 

- 

NO 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

           Shadow-justice    

Compensation 
via taxes etc. 
 
 

SOMEWHAT  
> Indirect effects only,  
   hardly full value 

   If kept by gov. 
   then like head tax 

NOT REALLY 
> Not the same  
   as active exchange  

   Means and ways to  
   act oneself missing 

NOT REALLY 
> Hardly consistent  
   even if non-corrupt  
   Doesn't reach 
   world order& peace  
   

           Just system  YES YES YES 

As proposed 
(or better :-) 
 

> Direct effects with 
   full exchange value … 

   Guaranteed by      
   tokens directly to all  

> All humans can 
   actively take part… 

   All means & ways to 
   act oneself in place 

> Consistent system 
   (materially + order)…  

   Without requiring 
   superhumans 

 
  Only a new SYSTEM is THE REAL THING. As a closer look confirms…   
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   WRONG BASIS as today – Efforts to INFLUENCE DISTRIBUTION/PRICES. 
 

> Holding an area = STILL the "right" to violate Every Human's Same Right to the World.    
 >> Favouring certain holders or administering rents doesn't change the basic flaw.   
 
 Direct use: "Equal distribution of injustice" IMPOSSIBLE.   

> Areas and preferences are diverse. 
 >> There's no clear comparison without exchange with all! 
 
 Indirect use: Balancing all effects of the injustice IMPOSSIBLE.   

> There are billions of distortions in rents and prices. 
  >> They can't all be bureaucratically "corrected". 

 
   WRONG BASIS as today – Somewhat countered by GROUND TAXES. 
 

> Many different versions… 
 

 – LOCAL: Same Right to the World NOT respected.  
 – GLOBAL: Same Right to the World SOMEWHAT respected.* 

 
 – MONEY TO GOVERNMENTS: Same Right to the World NOT respected.  
 – MONEY DIRECTLY TO HUMANS: Same Right to the World SOMEWHAT respected.* 

 
 – DICTATED: Same Right to the World NOT respected.  
 – SELF-ASSESSED: Same Right to the World SOMEWHAT respected.*  
* The Same Right to the World is never fully respected –  

 even if global + money directly to humans + self-assessed combined:  
> Tax-percentages of transfer-fee hardly correspond to real rent-values of areas.  
 Besides political haggling, they're arbitrary even with the best of intentions. 
 
> Thus Hugo (thinking of a similar mechanism till 2017) moved on to a combined token-system.  

 
  CORRECT BASIS as proposed – System for the SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD. 

 
>  Holding an area = truly legitimate right.  
 >> Based on correct exchange with all who provide their same right = with all humans. 
 
 Direct use: All humans profit from an equal share EXACTLY. 

> All get exactly the same share of tokens. 
 >> No matter how diverse areas are,, all equally prefer according to their personal preferences.  
 
 Indirect use: Balance always ENSURED. 
> Up to an average share, amounts in rents/products are covered by money from sold tokens.  
  >> Always affordable (and since areas can't be monopolised, no one can charge too much). 
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AT//TT = NEW TYPE OF RELATION – NOT COMPARABLE TO TAXES. 

   
 
DIFFERENT from combined tax in a non-dynamic world… =============== 
 

 A dynamic system also brings NEW CHECKS & BALANCES. 
 
  Today (WITHOUT a new system) a parallel relation may look problematic.  
  In some ground tax discussions e.g. they say, designated plots might  
  not be used, and additional land wasted instead.  
  Or it would be unfair towards holders of newer and more costly houses. 
 
  If all have all options every year, such problems dissolve… 

 
E.g. building where ecologically desired…  ======================== 
 

 If someone doesn't build in a designated place, someone else will. 
 

  Plus, good zoning to limit the overall extension gets easier (see p.8).  
 
E.g. fairness regarding old and new…  =========================== 
 

 All are free to go for what they find most favourable! 
 

  Incl. developing houses etc. as they prefer.  
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ATTENTION, I: NO "INFLUENCE" SHALL KILL THE SAME RIGHT. 

   
 
Even if "well meant"… ==================================== 
 

 Don't accidently kill the Same Right to the World! 
 

Many argue areas would only be valuable "because of what holders did", 
or only be sought after "because of its communal surroundings". 
 
Such arguing is not only boundless (there's an endless number of personal, 
institutional & societal influencers, from lawmakers to youtubers)… 
 
Arguing via influence ignores the logically deducted rights. 
 

To compare…  ======================================== 
 

 Arguing via influence is also economically absurd. 
   
  If one would have to share what one gets for providing a product  
  or service with all who influence the price (incl. the buyers :-)  
  One wouldn't get anything ONESELF!  

 
It's actually as simple as that:  =============================== 
 
  All have the same right to the exchange value of exclusive rights to areas… 
 
   Simply because all provide their Same Right to the World.  
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ATTENTION, II: NEVER FALL FOR ECOLOGY AS EXCUSE FOR INJUSTICE. 

   
 
One-sided arguing doesn't count… ============================ 
 

 Beware of "reasoning" at the expense of the Same Right to the World.  
 

  If the whole world would be one man's garden while all others starve,  
  that would be the ecologically perfect world…   
  No one literally says so. But one-sided patterns blocking a just system  
  is an omnipresent danger. 
 
The eco-laws it takes anyway can be BETTER…  ===================== 
 

 Profound sustainability requires a just basis. 
 

  Blocking areas without compensation doesn't guarantee sustainability, 
  as ideologists often claim. Quite the opposite:  
 
  Unjust structures block the ABILITY TO ACT thoroughly sustainable – 
  realising the Same Right to the Word facilitates it (see p.8). 
 
Great perspectives for the bigger picture as too…  ==================== 
 

 A lively system brings more flexibility for reshaping whole landscapes. 
 

  Bio diversity e.g. or the quality of urban or rural neighbourhoods  
  does not only depend on single plots, but on the bigger pattern. 
 
    If areas aren't blocked anymore (and speculation is obsolete because  
  holding areas costs), it's easier to bring the world in shape. 
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BEYOND IDEOLOGY, I: MAKE THE COMMODITY A CORRECT ONE. 

   
 
To be or not to be a commodity is a DIFFERENT question.  =============== 
 

 If an area shall not be a commodity, don't make it exclusive AT ALL! 
 

  Hugo would be happy if spatial planning would go for more free nature, 
  public parks, or even territories for a fully nomadic lifestyle. But… 
 

  Every exclusive right to an area (by a community too!) IS a commodity. 
  So, where unavoidable, at least make it a proper one. 

 
Who the ACTORS are is a different question too. ====================   
 

 Don't confuse WHO and HOW.  
 

   There are thousands of reasons whether to act solo or as a group. 
  Hugo is neutral there. But never forget… 

 
  "We" in whatever group isn't all humans: No community can  substitute  
  a global coordination-system for the Same Right to the World. 
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BEYOND IDEOLOGY, II: THIS MARKET NAMELY HELPS THE POOR.  

   
 
Always look what's BEHIND a market… ========================== 
 

 Same Right to the World as basis is 180° DIFFERENT from an uneven basis! 
 
  Some believe "to do something anti-market is always good". Well…  
 
  If a reduction reduces what the poor have to pay to the rich, OK. 
  But always look what's BEHIND a market:  
 
  Deviations from the SAME Right to the World would DISADVANTAGE  
  those with less – for ABOVE-average privileges for some.  
 
This exchange enables equality… ============================= 
 

 A balanced system is good news especially for today's poor. 
 
  No more money needed to get at least something… 
 

  With equal tokens for all, full market price =all profit from a full share.  
 
What about super expensive areas? ============================ 
 

 Feel free to sponsor ABOVE-average situations :-) 
 
  In highly desired regions, even relatively moderate spaces might be  
  above-average in global comparison.  
  If locals sponsor others to enrich the social-cultural mix, fine…   
  But not at the expense of a globally just system please! 
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NO FEAR, I: SAFETY AS NEVER BEFORE.  

   
 
Rise from the lockdown…  ================================= 
 

 End today's "safety" of getting nothing.  
 
  Many reflexively assume that inflexibility means safety. But in fact…   
  "Safety to stay where one is" (no matter how much one occupies)  
  is mostly a guaranteed disadvantage – or even the safety to stay poor. 
 
It's DIFFERENT from auctions with money one has or hasn't:  ============= 
 

 An auction with tokens one CERTAINLY HAS is relaxed.  
 
  (And fears of "having to move all the time" because some would be  
  eager to waste tokens for less valued areas are unfounded:  
  Many cry for DISCOUNTS. But for paying TOO MUCH? Very rear!) 
 
Overcome today's he who hath shall be given… ===================== 
 

 Ending privileges – and enabling full options for all – isn't "inhumane".    
 
  Some may have to reduce above-average use (NOT to leave,  but to use 
  less space there or share it with loved ones).     
  Is that worse than billions being constraint to below-average forever? 
 
  Regular updates of values AND CHANCES bring a new degree of safety:  
  Whatever happens, one profits from a full average-share.   
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NO FEAR, II: WHAT'S THE RISK OF NO STEALING ?  

   
 
"Test all the risks first", as some say?  =========================== 
 

 "Test no violation of the Same Right to the World " is like "test no stealing". 
 
  Civilisation should end all forms of violation as soon as possible. 
  @ Don't take something from others without consent : 
   

The ancestors said no stealing as soon as a juridical system was possible.  
Now that a proper system for areas is in reach too, act quickly here too! 

 
Understanding never hurts, but then…  ========================== 
 

 Understand what's TODAY as well! 
 

It's natural to feel unsure about something new… Especially if one  
doesn't even understand what's today :-) 
 
Everything that helps to COMPARE status quo vs. perspectives  
is highly welcome! 

 
One cannot not act, as philosophers say… ======================== 
 

 Not questioning what's today isn't "neutral".  
 
  To keep still = To support the violation of the Same Right to the World.  
 
  The real risk is to leave the injustice untouched: From exploitation to war, 
  ignoring the Same Right to the World put lives at risk every day.  
 
Even the 'worst case' in a just system isn't that bad… ================== 
 

 The biggest "risk" here is to get surprisingly rich. 
 
  Should some be lazy to use tokens, all other humans would get MORE.   
  Same in case of "over-offering" – which, on top of benefiting all humans, 

 would also bring an extra-gain at the transfer fee. 
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PAYING FOR ENDING THE INJUSTICE?  

   
 
GENERAL remark on new rights. ============================= 
 

 Improving the legal system isn't Illegal. It's even a duty!  
 
  If renewing the right would be illegal, today's right wouldn't be valid t00: 
  It was once new as well. Also… 
 
  Every right was limited by what was possible when it was created. 
  So, always check whether it could be done better by now. 
 
SPECIFIC remark on new rights to areas. ========================= 
 

 Stopping violation isn't expropriation. And changing to justice shall be FREE.   
 
  A system to match exclusive rights to areas & Same Right to the World  
  has nothing to do with dictated change of hands. And…  

  Not profiting from injustice anymore hasn't to be "compensated": 
 
  No need to pay anyone for stopping to steal, stopping to pollute the air, 
  stopping to violate the Same Right to the World. 
 
How about special hardships? =============================== 
 

 Feel free to help. But not at the expense of all who DIDN'T get the money. 
 
  If holding areas no longer includes injustice, transfer-fees may be lower. 
  First of all, that's good news for an affordable own home! 
 
  Special hardships during change can be covered by local social systems –  
  which save a lot if there are no more costs for ongoing injustice. 
 
In sum… =========================================== 
 

 No excuses for NOT going for justice! So, start filling the vacuum… 
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    THE VACUUM TO FILL.  

   
 
Beyond superficial "left-right" ideologies…  ======================== 
 
 

 Before redistribution: Stop negative distortion/ensure correct attribution: 

	
 
 
  
 
         Correct Basis                 Ev. Redistribution  

 
 And never forget t0 distinguish between AREAS and GOODS… 

 
IN SUM:  =========================================== 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  
 
  A system for the Same Right to the Word really fills a vacuum. 
 
  It's e.g. also different from Universal Basis Income UBI, even so both help 
  to free people from fears of existence.  

 UBI=TRANSFER – Mechanism for Same Right to the World=EXCHANGE:  
 It sets a good basis without difficult questions of redistribution.)  

 
 

 
 

  

 

NEGATIVE  
Distortion 

   CORRECT 
    Attribution 
 

POSITIVE 
Deviation 
 

System for 
Same Right to  
the World 
 

AREAS  
(Also interface to all  
natural resources) 

 
 

 

No need for redistribution here 
(ev. medical ABOVE-average needs  
covered in specific social transfers) 

 

 
Social support 
(specific transfers, UBI, 
minimum wages…)  
 

  

Compliance, 
antitrust laws 
etc. 
 

GOODS &  
SERVICES 
(On areas and out  
of their resources) 
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> By agreed-on 
   social support 
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A NEW LOOK ON JUSTICE: WONDERFUL SYSTEMIC PERSPECTIVES. 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See the bigger dimension…  ================================ 
 

 As written in 'The Little Prince'… 
 

  If you want to build a ship, don't drum up the men to gather wood,  
  divide the work and give orders…   
  Instead, teach them to yearn for the vast and endless sea. 

 
In this case… ========================================= 
 

 Go for SYSTEMIC justice! 
 

  Don't people yearn for justice ALREADY? Somehow, yes. But they mainly 
 focus on what triggers quick emotions: Personal actions. Thus…  

 
  They don't look at systems that work INDEPENDENT of certain guys. Yet… 
 
  Sometimes, good guys will do. But sometimes, it takes a good system too! 
 

Great things made easy… ================================= 
 

 Wonderful benefits at no extra cost.  
  

  Since a good system works independent of personal actions, 
  it has the biggest potential to reach new horizons:  
 
  Credible Civilisation, Just Economy, Real Peace  
  takes neither super-humans nor additional resources.  
 

However… ========================================== 
 

 To CONCEIVE the new system, it takes structural entrepreneurs…  
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BEYOND DAILY BUSINESS/POLITCS: STRUCTURAL ENTRERNEURSHIP. 

   
 
Even the best business idea doesn't change the rights system.  ============= 
 

 Again, doing the right within the wrong isn't enough – and has limited reach.  
 
  How about getting hold of large areas, then do better within there?  
  Such ideas can  help to see advantages of balanced systems. But…  

  
 Hope everyone gives up unjust profits, while the law remains wrong?  
 Better CORRECT the law – and go for a system with FULL impact! 
 

Even the best officials can't do what has nothing to do with them. ========== 
 

 It's about a functioning world – not a world government.  
 

  In a car with no engine, being pushed by friendly politicians may be nicer 
 than being pushed by dictators. But to really advance, build what it takes:   

 
  Classic governance can't solve what takes OTHER tools. In this case, a 

platform to drive exchange directly among all humans. 
 

Since it's beyond business AND beyond politics in today's corset…  ========== 
 

 To fill the vacuum, it takes people who conceive a new STRUCTURE. 
 

  E.g. next to Hugo's mountains (and encouraged by him :-) some start to  
  re-think nation-states and re-imagine human-centred governance. 
 
  Further STRUCTURAL ENTREPRENEURS welcome!  
   

And don't shy away from justice…  ============================ 
 

 It's not "very complex" – it's just very NEW. 
 

  Exchange with conclusive principles like equal distribution & highest offer  
  is actually simpler than most everyday-systems. 
 
  It takes no secret knowledge – just a fresh and curious spirit! 
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OPEN THE FIELD & DRIVE THE SAME RIGHT TO THE WORLD HOME. 

   
 
"Small steps" aren't always enough…  =========================== 
 

 An essentially different system isn't reached by fine-tuning old structures. 
 
  Fine-tuning what's today ends up being perfectly wrong. 

 
Remember… ======================================== 
 

 With only 1 basic system at a time, progress takes comparative simulation.  
 

  One can say: I feel like trying a different product today.  
  But one CAN'T say: I feel like trying a different rights system today.  

  
= Only a playground to compare status quo vs. new ideas 
helps to break free from narrow circles.  
 
Important: It's not clairvoyance, it's checking MECHANISMS!   

 
Best do this OPEN SOURCE:  =============================== 
 

 Opens the spectre of what comes into play AND focusses on results.   
  Words can promise everything – mechanisms work or don't. 

 
 Helps people with a variety of mind-sets to jointly advance.  

From who loves justice to who likes challenges as such. 
 

 Allows to achieve great things through combined volunteering.  
All can contribute whenever they're free (like Wikipedia). 
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THE 'GAME' HERE IS TO SOLVE THE CHALLENGE!  

   
 
Could eye-opening simulations be a game? ======================= 

 
 If it's attractive like a game, great. But there are essential differences: 

 
Games usually have FIXED rules. –   
This is about playing with VARIOUS RULES OF THE GAME. 
 
Most games are UNBALANCED, win-lose, game over. –  
THIS is about a world that's BALANCED: Win-win forever. 
 
Infinite COOPERATION games require good behaviour. –    
THIS is about EXCHANGE that works with ANY behaviour.  
 

Enabling exchange is simpler than defining fair cooperation…  ============= 
 

 Just make cheating impossible.  
 
  What's fair? is a tricky question when it's about degrees of support or 

 ways to take decisions. Here, however… 
   
  It's simply about making the required exchange POSSIBLE.  
  And making sure it can't be thrown off-balance. 
 

That might not be as "fun" as hit-and-run or mystery-solving. But then…  
  
The fun here is to do something MEANINGFUL! ===================== 

 
 …And the quickest can win a place in history!   
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START HISTORY 2.0! 

   
 
Still stuck in the same old story…  ============================= 

 
 Violating the Same Right to the World is INHERENT without a new system. 

 
  For centuries, history was told as a set of bloody battles. Meanwhile, the 
  storytelling sounds good (with nicely polished arms "just in case"). But…  
  
  Even with no weapons at all: Ignoring the Same Right to the World 
  is ALWAYS a violation. 

 
A proper basis gives history new wings: ========================== 

 
 The web enables to replace inherent violation by inherent BALANCE.  

 
  System for the Same Right to the World = Take-off to history 2.0.  

 
A world earlier generations could only dream of  
waits at the doorstep. And…  
 
The pioneers who open the door won't be forgotten :-)  
 

Take the chance to heart – Thanks for giving the Same Right to the World a home! 
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